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FILED IN OFFICE
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON CO
STATE OF GEORGIA
PACIFIC SEPURE INDUSTRY, INC.,
Plaintiff,

v.
GREAT DYNASTY INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL HOLDINGS LIMITED and
FIRSTRUST GROUP, INC.,
Defendants.
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ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S

MOTION TO DISMISS

On May 7, 2014, Counsel appeared before the Court to present oral argument on
the motion to dismiss for lack of standing of Defendant FirsTrust Group, Inc.
("FirsTrust"). Upon consideration

of the arguments of counsel, the briefs submitted on

the motions and the record of the case, this Court finds as follows:
Plaintiff Pacific Bepure Industry, Inc. ("PBEP") is a China-based
and retailer of shoes.

manufacturer

It desired to be listed publicly on a high level American exchange,

such as NASDAQ Capital Market. To assist its efforts of going public, PBEP signed a
"Cooperation Agreement" in 2008 with Defendant Great Dynasty International
Holding

Limited ("GDI").

Financial

GDI would help PBEP go public in exchange for 30% of PBEP

stock.
In 2010, after GDI encountered trouble fulfilling its Cooperation Agreement,
FirsTrust became a party to a contract pursuant to the "Consulting Agreement" under
which it agreed to "provide exclusive consulting services to PBEP."

See Compl. at Ex.

B, Consulting Agreement at 1.1 The Consulting Agreement states: "FirsTrust Group and
its affiliates FirsTrust China ...

entered into this agreement with GDI and its client

PBEP for providing consulting services under this agreement."

See id. 'The key

purpose of this service is to help PBEP building market awareness among institutional
investors and other potential investors."

See Consulting Agreement at 2. Under the

Consulting Agreement, FirsTrust agreed to:
•

Provide "exclusive consulting services to PBEP;"

•

"Assist[] PBEP to streamline various activities, such as legal, accounting,

compliance,
•

...

;" and

"Assist[] BPEP to upgrade to a senior stock exchange such as NASDAQ

or NYSE Amex ....

," among other services. See

&

at 1-3.

GDI agreed to pay FirsTrust a monthly retainer and compensate FirsTrust with
shares of PBEP stock.

See Consulting Agreement at 4. The Agreement also states

that PBEP will pay an 8% commission of the total investment made by any investors
brought in by FirsTrust.

See id. at 5. While representatives of GDI and FirsTrust signed

the Consulting Agreement as "Signing

Parties," PBEP's Chairman

Consulting Agreement as a "Witness."

See id. at 9.

and CEO signed the

PBEP's Complaint alleges breach of contract against FirsTrust.
and Counterclaim filed on February 21,2014,

In its Answer

FirsTrust asserts that PBEP was not a

party to the Consulting Agreement, but, alternatively,

PBEP breached the contract by

Under O.C.G.A. §9-11-11(c), "[aJ copy of any written instrument which is an exhibit to a pleading is a
part thereof for all purposes."
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failing to pay commissions owed. On February 21,2014,
12(b)(6),

pursuant to O.C.G.A.

§9-11-

FirstTrust filed a motion to dismiss PBEP's claim against it arguing that PBEP

lacks standing as a non-party to the contract.

FirsTrust argues that the breach of

contract claim fails because PBEP is neither a party to the contract nor a third party
beneficiary of the contract.

Standard of Review
A court should grant a motion to dismiss when a plaintiff "would not be entitled to
relief under any state of facts that could be proven in support of his claim." Northeast
Georgia Cancer Care, LLC v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Georgia, Inc., 297 Ga. App.
28,29 (2009). In ruling on such a motion, the Court must accept as true all of plaintiff's
well-pleaded factual allegations, and draw all reasonable inferences in plaintiff's favor.
Baker v. Mcintosh County Sch. Dist., 264 Ga. App. 509, 509 (2003).
Analysis
The Court finds that PBEP has standing to sue FirsTrust for breach of the
Consulting Agreement. "As a general rule, an action on a contract, whether the contract
is expressed, implied, by parol, under seal, or of record, shall be brought in the name of
the party in whom the legal interest in the contract is vested, and against the party who
made it in person or by agent." O.C.G.A. § 9-2-20(a).

However, as an exception to the

general rule, O.C.G.A. § 9-2-20(b) provides that "the beneficiary of a contract between
other parties for his benefit may maintain an action against the promisor on the
contract." A third party has standing to sue "if it clearly appears from the contract that it
was intended for his benefit. ...

" Dominic v. Eurocar Classics, 310 Ga. App. 825, 828
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(2011); see also Rowe v. Akin & Flanders Inc., 240 Ga. App. 766, 768 (1999) (,,[T]here

must be a promise by the promisor to render some performance to a third person, and
must appear that both the promisor and promisee intended that the third persons should
be the beneficiary").

Georgia courts have recognized that a party to a contract may be

a promisee for some provisions and a promisor for others. See Archer Western
Contractors, Ltd. v. Estate of Pitts, 292 Ga. 219, 226, 735 S.E.2d 772, 778 (2012)
(noting that court must identify specific provisions to which third party was intended
beneficiary, and third party's rights attach only to those promises).
Accepting PBEP's well-pleaded factual allegations as true, the Court finds that
PBEP has alleged a sufficient factual basis to survive FirsTrust's motion to dismiss.
PBEP first alleges that it is a party to the Consulting Agreement and cites to the express
contractual lanquaqe that FirsTrust "entered into this agreement with GOI and its client
PBEP for providing consulting services." See Consulting Agreement at 1 (emphasis
added). PBEP also avers that, under the Consulting Agreement, it must pay FirsTrust
an 8% commission for any investments as a result of FirsTrust's efforts.

See id. at 5.

PBEP alleges that this commission was set in consideration for FirsTrust's services.
See Compl. 1I28(c).
FirsTrust argues that PBEP could not be a party because it did not sign the
agreement as a party, but as a witness only. However, under O.C.G.A. §13-3-1, a valid
contract does not require a signed writing, but only mutual assent and consideration,
both of which have been sufficiently pled by PBEP. FirsTrust next argues that the 8%
commission is not consideration, but rather a unilateral agreement.

However, FirsTrust
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has brought a counterclaim
Consulting Agreement.

Because the Court must accept as true all of PBEP's well-

pleaded factual allegations,
Court denies FirsTrust's
allegations

against PBEP for failure to pay this commission under the

and draw all reasonable inferences in PBEP's favor, the

Motion to Dismiss finding that there are sufficient factual

of mutual assent and consideration to survive dismissal.

PBEP alternatively

alleges that it may bring the claim as a third party beneficiary

of the contract, and points to several phrases from the Consulting Agreement to show
that the parties intended to "assist" PBEP and "provide exclusive consulting services to"
PBEP.

See generally Consulting Agreement at 1-3. This is sufficient factual averment

at this stage in the litigation that the parties intended for PBEP to benefit from the
contract, and that PBEP, therefore, has standing as a third party beneficiary.
argues that the Complaint

did not specifically allege that PBEP was pursuing its breach

of contract claim under a third party beneficiary theory.

However, FirsTrust does not

cite any law requiring the magic words "third party beneficiary"
complaint, and regardless,

specific contractual provisions

FirsTrust's

to appear in the

PBEP has since amended its Complaint.

argues that it was the promissee, not the promisor.

certain services.

FirsTrust

Finally,

FirsTrust

As noted above, PBEP has cited

that it avers are promises made by FirsTrust to perform

Because the court must accept PBEP's factual averments

as true,

argument is unavailing.

In sum, the Court finds that PBEP has standing to bring its breach of contract
claim against FirsTrust when accepting as true all of PBEP's well-pleaded
allegations,

factual

and drawing all reasonable inferences in PBEP's favor.
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Accordingly, Defendant FirsTrust Group, Inc.'s motion to dismiss is DENIED.

SO ORDERED this

20

day of May, 2014.

ALICE D. BONNER, JUDGE
Superior Court of Fulton County
Atlanta Judicial Circuit
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Copies to:

Attorneys for Defendant FirsTrust Group,
Inc.

Ryan L. Isenberg
Isenberg & Hewitt, P.C.
7000 Peachtree Dunwoody Road
Building 15, Suite 100
Atlanta, GA 30328
770-351-4000
ryan@isenberg-hewitt.com

Jeremy T. Berry
MCKENNA, LONG & ALDRIDGE, LLP
303 Peachtree Street
Suite 5300
Atlanta, GA 30308
jberry@mckennalong.com

Kent J. Schmidt
Bryan M. McGarry
DORSEY & WHITNEY LLP
600 Anton Blvd., Suite 2000
Costa Mesa, California 92626
Schmidt.kent@dorsey.com

Attorneys for Defendant Grand Dynasty
Int'I Finance, Ltd.:
[no appearance]
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